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Simplicity.
At LANDesk, simplicity is the cornerstone of our brand. We provide simple, elegant
solutions to very complex problems. Therefore, it is imperative that our brand personality reflects
our simple solutions. These brand identity guidelines provide a diverse palette of graphic elements
and colors which will enable you to create unique, fresh design projects time after time while always
maintaining a consistent look and feel for LANDesk. Please remember that simplicity is our goal and
when it comes to design projects “less is more.” You should pick and choose a few graphic
elements and a few colors from the color palette per project—more for lengthy projects and less for
shorter projects. This will keep your design projects within the brand personality: simple and elegant.
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Logo . Options/Full Color

The LANDesk logo is a wordmark. It is a visual
translation of LANDesk’s brand attributes. Our
wordmark conveys energy, motion and simplicity.
It is LANDesk’s visual signature. Just as a
personal signature always looks the same,
the LANDesk logo should always appear
in a specified and consistent manner.

.
.
.
.

This logo should be used in:
Logo Options
Two logo options are available. LANDesk’s
corporate wordmark has the word “software”
beneath it. It should be used in pieces that refer
to LANDesk as a company. It should also be used
for internal documents, corporate literature and on
the back of brochures. The corporate logo should
always be larger than 1.125” in length. Otherwise
the word “software” is too small to read clearly.

Pieces that refer to LANDesk as a company
Internal documents
Corporate literature
Backs of brochures

The standard logo does not have the
word “software” beneath it; this logo
is used in all other applications.
Full-Color Version
When the logo is used in full-color it may only
be reproduced on a white background (no
darker than 10% black) as the light gray of the
logo does not stand out well on most colors.
The reproduction of the full-color logo is:
PMS 648 (blue)
The three chevrons’ PMS colors are:
PMS 429 (gray)
PMS 648 (blue)
PMS 583 (green)
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This logo should be used in:
Advertising
Marketing materials
Resale materials
All other uses
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Logo . One Color Versions

One-Color Versions
LANDesk Blue Version
(PMS 648 coated)
Whenever possible, place the wordmark by itself
on a solid background. The blue version should be
used on shades of colors lighter than 55% black.
If the logo is placed on top of a photograph, it
should be positioned inside a ghosted bar. The
bar should be white with an 80% opacity or
transparency. This treatment should be similar to
the Ghosted Product Bar found in the Graphic
Elements section of this guideline. For use on dark
backgrounds, reverse the wordmark to white.
Black Version
The black-and-white version is to be used
only when color is not an option, such as
newspaper ads and white papers.
White Version (reversed out)
The white version is to be used when the
area of placement provides ample contrast.
Generally on colors darker than 35% black.
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Logo . Usage Guidelines

Non-Infringement Zone
For maximum impact and instant recognition,
the LANDesk wordmark should not be crowded
by other visual elements or words. Adequate
space should be left around the wordmark
so that its prominence is not compromised.
The illustration at right gives a visual guide for
providing the necessary space. The LANDesk
logo should always be placed using the
clearspace equivalent to one LANDesk “L”
all the way around the main body of the logo.
This rule applies to EVERY logo placement,
regardless of color, composition or medium.
Ghosted Product Bar Exception
The Ghosted Product Bar is the only exception
to the clearspace rule because the logo is
close to the top of the ghosted bar. However
no other graphic element or type may
come within the clearspace of the “L.”
Incorrect Usage
Because of the growing complexity of the
market environment, controlling exposure of
the LANDesk wordmark is vital. The LANDesk
logo may only be used as previously outlined.
These illustrations represent misuses of the
wordmark. Do not alter the wordmark in any
manner. The logo may not be reproduced with
effects like: beveled edges, outlines, 3-D effects,
glowing edges, drop shadows, etc. The logo
may not be skewed or stretched in any fashion.
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Because Server Availability Is Your Only Option.
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Logo . Co-branding

Logo Co-Branding
In co-branded applications, the LANDesk logo
should always appear on the left with the partner
logo on the right. The two logos should be
separated with a thin, vertical line. The weight
of the line may be adjusted proportionally
to match the size of the usage requirement.
The line should extend above and below the
LANDesk logo by approximately 1⁄2 the height
of the Three Chevrons in the LANDesk logo. This
treatment should always be used in co-branding
situations regardless of the featured partner.

LANDesk Solution Provider Logos
The Solution Provider logo is provided to
our various providers for usage in print, web
or multimedia applications. Partners should
use either the generic Solution Provider logo
or the logo appropriate to their status.
In co-branding situations with a partner, the
LANDesk partner logo should always be used with
the LANDesk logo on the left and the Partner logo
on the right. The two logos should be separated
with a thin, vertical line. The weight of the line
may be adjusted proportionally to match the
size of the usage requirement. The line should
extend above and below the LANDesk partner
logo by approximately the height of the “L” in
LANDesk in the LANDesk partner logo. This
treatment should always be used in co-branding
situations regardless of the featured partner.
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Solution Provider Logo

Gold Expert Solution
Provider Logo

Silver Expert Solution
Provider Logo

Global Solution
Provider Logo
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Logo . Award/Ingredient

Award Logos
LANDesk regularly wins industry awards and
honors. Displaying award logos is an important
opportunity to demonstrate the value of LANDesk®
products. Whether in PowerPoint presentations,
on the Web, or in other marketing materials, award
logos should never appear near the LANDesk
logo. There should always be a generous
amount of space between the two logos.
Ingredient Logos
Ingredient logos are logos that declare LANDesk
software is installed in some form on a machine.
Powered by logos will typically appear in OEM
product collaborations and will generally be
the only LANDesk branding that would appear
on collateral, advertising or packaging. The
product manufacturer develops the overall
brand identity of marketing materials. In some
cases, use of the LANDesk corporate logo may
also be allowed. In these instances, the two
logos should not be placed in close proximity
to one another. The preferred placement is to
have the powered by logo near the top of the
piece with the corporate logo near the bottom
of the piece. There should be a generous
amount of space between the two logos.

This logo should be used on
machines that have LANDesk®
System Manager pre-installed.
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This logo should be used
on machines that have the
LANDesk® Management Suite
client pre-installed.

9
Example:
 

Certified Logos
Certified logos should not appear in close
proximity to one another. Preferred placement is
for the certified logo to appear in the upper left
corner of the layout with the corporate logo in the
bottom right corner. This holds true for marketing
materials as well as for correspondence (i.e.,
certification, congratulations letters, etc.) and
plaques. In the case of plaques, you should use
the simplified versions of the certified logos and
the single-color version of the corporate logo.

This logo should be used on
machines that have LANDesk®
Management Suite preinstalled.
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9OU HAVE ACHIEVED THE STATUS OF ,!.$ESK !DVANCED 4ECHNOLOGIES #ERTIlCATION
4HIS CERTIlCATION RECOGNIZES PEOPLE WHO ARE DEDICATED TO ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE AND WHO HAVE THE SKILLS TO SUCCESSFULLY
INSTALL DEPLOY AND ADMINISTER ,!.$ESK 0ATCH -ANAGER AND ,!.$ESK !SSET -ANAGER
4HE )4 INDUSTRY YOUR EMPLOYER CLIENTS AND PEERS WILL RECOGNIZE THE ,!.$ESK !DVANCED 4ECHNOLOGIES #ERTIlCATION
CREDENTIAL AS A SYMBOL OF THE SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE YOUVE GAINED "EING CERTIlED IN ,!.$ESK !DVANCED 4ECHNOLOGIES
SHOWS THAT YOU ARE A TECHNICAL LEADER WITH THE ABILITY TO SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENT THESE TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE ENTERPRISE
"Y BECOMING CERTIlED IN ,!.$ESK !DVANCED 4ECHNOLOGIES YOU WILL SEE THE FOLLOWING BENElTS

Certified logos should be used
for communications regarding
the various certification
programs.

N

)NDUSTRY RECOGNITION OF YOUR PROlCIENCY WITH ,!.$ESK 0ATCH -ANAGER AND ,!.$ESK !SSET
-ANAGER

N

6ALIDATION OF YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE OF ,!.$ESK 0ATCH -ANAGER AND ,!.$ESK !SSET
-ANAGER

N

! CERTIlCATION PLAQUE IDENTIFYING YOUR ,!.$ESK !DVANCED 4ECHNOLOGIES #ERTIlCATION STATUS TO
COLLEAGUES AND CLIENTS

7E ARE CONlDENT THAT YOU WILL REALIZE THE BENElTS OF BEING ,!.$ESK !DVANCED 4ECHNOLOGIES #ERTIlED AND LOOK FORWARD
TO YOUR CONTINUED SUCCESS 9OUR CERTIlCATION IS VALID FOR THE CURRENT RELEASE PLUS THE NEXT RELEASE OF THE PRODUCT
)F YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ON THIS PROGRAM PLEASE CONTACT 6ALERIEHALL LANDESKCOM
!GAIN CONGRATULATIONS ON ACHIEVING THIS MILESTONE

"EST 2EGARDS

*IM +ILGOUR
6ICE 0RESIDENT
7ORLDWIDE #USTOMER 3ERVICES

Typography . Primary Typeface

Typography is one of the most important design
elements. It is used to differentiate sections
of information such as headlines, subheads,
text or captions. Because of its simple clean
lines and presentation, the Helvetica Neue
Family was selected for use in LANDesk visual
communications. However, to keep a consistent
look and feel, only these weights and variations
may be used.
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Helvetica Neue 45 Light

Helvetica Neue 65 Medium

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Helvetica Neue 46 Light Italic

Helvetica Neue 66 Medium Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Helvetica Neue 55 Roman

Helvetica Neue 75 Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Helvetica Neue 56 Italic

Helvetica Neue 76 Bold Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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Typography . Typographic Hierarchies

This is an example of how the various
weights of the typeface should be used.

Large Headlines
Over 30 pt. Helvetica Neue 45 Light

Small Headlines, Product Names
Under 40 pt. Helvetica Neue 55 Roman

Subheads Subheads
Helvetica Neue 75 Bold or 65 Medium

CALL OUTS CALL OUTS
Helvetica Neue 75 Bold or 65 Medium

Body Copy Helvetica Neue 55 Roman
Small amounts of type such as headlines may
run over an image as long as there is enough
contrast to read the copy well and it runs over a
portion of a photograph with little or no texture.

Recommended size 9 pt. with 14 pt. leading

When printing on a printing press, the body copy should be printed in one color only
and may be a screen of that color. The preferred primary body copy color is 100%
black. Colors built out of CMYK will appear blurry if the registration is off at all. It is
prefered that gray body copy be printed as a gray PMS color. When color body copy is
used to add emphasis, if it is brief (a few words), it may be a CMYK mix. If the copy is
longer it should be printed as a PMS color. This also helps if you need to make an edit
on press.

Legal Copy Helvetica Neue 45 Light
Recommended size 5 pt. with 7 pt. leading
Headlines may also vary in size to give
emphasis on key words or phrases.
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Copyright ©2004 LANDesk Software, Ltd. All rights reserved. LANDesk is a registered trademark of LANDesk Software, Ltd.
Other names or brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Color Palette

Principal Color Palette
The LANDesk color palette consists of the
corporate blue (PANTONE® Matching System)
PMS 648 and seven additional principal colors.
These colors may be tinted or screened in values
of 75%, 50% and 25%; however, if they are
screened, then the full-strength, 100% color
must be on the same piece as well. For special
purposes (when an even darker color is needed),
a color field may be copied and placed in front of
itself with the top layer set to multiply; however,
this new darker color may only be used sparingly.

Principal Color Palette
PANTONE

C

M

Y

K

R

G

B

Hexadecimal

75%

648C

100

62

0

52

6

29

73

061D49

2B3C69 5F6B91

2905C

41

2

0

0

151 212

229

97D4E5

B1DEEC CBE9F2 E5F4F9

5285C

31

27

0

20

140 132

166

8C84A6

A69EBA C1BCD0 DEDBE6

4525C

0

7

39

17

211 197

125

D3C57D

DED399 E9E1B8 F4F0DA

Secondary Color
This is used to provide additional punch to
design projects, charts and graphs. This color
is intended to be an accent and should be used
in moderation. (See next page for examples.)

5565C

30

0

24

26

133 167

137

85A789

9FBBA1 BDD1BD DCE7DC

413C

0

0

9

20

204 204

186

CCCCBA

D9D9CA E6E6DC F2F2EC

416C

0

0

16

50

127 127

107

7F7F6B

9F9F8C BFBFB0 DFDFD6

429C

3

0

0

32

167 171

172

A7ABAC

BDC0C1 D3D5D5 E9EAEA

50%

25%
A6AAC2

Color Space Equivalents
Please use the specified color space equivalents
when creating pieces without the benefit of
six-color printing. Colors can vary depending on
paper stock, press configuration, inks, screen
calibration and any number of other variables.
Use the definitions as a guide and always
match the output with PMS color chips.
LANDesk has moved away from using Web-safe
colors, as the majority of our Web visitors have
modern browsers which support the usage of
color defined outside the Web-safe gamut.
RGB values are somewhat subjective, as
varying external factors contribute to colors
not rendering correctly in the RGB space.
The above specification is to be used as a
guide, with some allowance for variance.

12.2004
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Secondary Color
583C

20

0

100 19

Do Not Apply Colors to Specific Products Only
The color palette is designed to be used across the board
and is not intended to have any single color associated with
a specific product. While this may help internal organization,
to the customer (who may only purchase one product) it will
appear as though that color represents the entire company.

166 188

9

A6BC09

BACC3B D0DD73 E7EEB4

Secondary Color Usage

Secondary Color Usage
The secondary color is used to draw attention to
specific areas of a designed piece. This brighter
color is intended to be used only as an accent and
should not be used in large fields. It is intended to
give a little extra kick to a designed piece.

583C

13
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Photography . LANDesk 1

Photography used in LANDesk communications
should depict real-life people and situations.
The core of our brand centers around simplifying
people’s work and lives. Therefore, we should
use photography of people whenever possible.
The photography should be aspirational and the
people should convey a feeling of confidence.
Because LANDesk offers solutions for IT
professionals, showing people interacting with
technology helps define the nature of the
LANDesk brand.
LANDesk Photo Library
These 29 images (14 on this page and 15 on the
next page) are available for use in all media and
are available from LANDesk Corporate Marketing.
The images are available as high-resolution
CMYK .tif files, medium-resolution RGB .jpg and
as high-resolution grayscale .tif files. Contact
LANDesk Corporate Marketing for images:

lsi_photo002.tif

lsi_photo003.tif

lsi_photo004.tif

lsi_photo005.tif

lsi_photo006.tif

lsi_photo007.tif

lsi_photo008.tif

lsi_photo009.tif

14
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lsi_photo010.tif

lsi_photo011.tif

lsi_photo012.tif

lsi_photo013.tif

lsi_photo014.tif

lsi_photo015.tif

Photography . LANDesk 2

lsi_photo016.tif

lsi_photo017.tif

lsi_photo018.tif

lsi_photo019.tif

lsi_photo020.tif

lsi_photo021.tif

lsi_photo022.tif

lsi_photo023.tif

lsi_photo024.tif

lsi_photo025.tif

lsi_photo026.tif

lsi_photo027.tif

lsi_photo028.tif

lsi_photo029.tif

lsi_photo030.tif

15
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Photography . Stock/Provided

Stock Photography or Provided Photography
Sometimes you may need specific photography
which is not included in the LANDesk Photo
Library. When selecting photography make
sure to select images that are clean, simple,
professional and reflect the LANDesk brand
image. People should be used as the subject
matter as often as possible. When using
something other than people try to keep the
imagery as simple as possible. Sometimes
cropping in on an image will help accomplish
this. Never select photography that incorporates
graphic elements into the photograph. Never
select photography which has been colored,
digitally altered, or appears too trendy or funky
as this is not in keeping with the brand.

..
..
.
.

Keep it clean, simple and professional
Use professional people when possible
Look for classical, not trendy, images
Do not use photos that feature people who do
not reasonably represent an IT professional
Do not use photos that feature colors
or environments that are too dark
Do not use photos that seem
busy or complicated

! ,OW #OST 3OLUTION
-ANAGES -IGRATION
4HE BOTTLER IN THE REGION #OCA #OLA "EVERAGES #ZECH 2EPUBLIC ##"
#2 WAS FORMED IN  4ODAY IT SUPPORTS MORE THAN   DIRECT
CUSTOMERS WITH FULL DISTRIBUTION SERVICES MANAGING A NETWORK OF CUSTOMERS
IN  BUSINESS UNITS n GROCERY HYPER AND SUPERMARKETS CONVENIENCE OVER
THE COUNTER SHOPS (O2E#A HOTELS RESTAURANTS CAFÏS AND AWAY FROM
HOME PETROLEUM CHAINS QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS ETC  )N  ##"
#2 BECAME A PART OF THE 'REECE #OCA #OLA (ELLENIC "OTTLING #OMPANY
##("# THE THIRD LARGEST BOTTLER IN THE WORLD OFFERING THE COMPANY PRODUCTS
TO  MILLION CONSUMERS IN  COUNTRIES IN %UROPE %URASIA AND !FRICA

N

! LOW COST AND EASY TO USE
SOLUTION TO PROVIDE REMOTE SUPPORT
TO USERSACROSS MULTIPLE SITES

N

-ANAGE AN APPROACHING MIGRATION
FROM A NUMBER OF 7INDOWS VERSIONS
INCLUDING 7INDOWS  AND  TO A
STANDARDISED 7INDOWS 80 ENVIRONMENT

3OLUTION
3TANDARDISATION AND SIMPLIlCATION
)N MID  AS PART OF AN OVERALL POLICY OF STANDARDISATION AND
SIMPLIlCATION ##("# ISSUED AN INVITATION TO TENDER FOR A DESKTOP
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION THAT WOULD ALLOW EACH OF ITS BUSINESS UNITS TO
GIVE REMOTE SUPPORT TO THEIR USERS AND TO MORE EFlCIENTLY MANAGE THE
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE WITHIN THE COMPANYS NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
!S THE NUMBER OF USERS AND APPLICATIONS HAD RISEN WITHIN THE #ZECH BUSINESS
UNIT SO HAD THE WORKLOAD OF THE )4 SUPPORT TEAM !S A SMALL TEAM ENGINEERS
FOUND THEMSELVES WITHOUT THE REQUIRED RESOURCES $ESKTOPS WERE SPREAD ACROSS
A WIDE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA WITH THE MAIN HEADQUARTERS HOLDING  0#S AND
MANY OTHER LOCATIONS HOUSING BETWEEN  AND  4RAVELLING BETWEEN SITES
TO SUPPORT THESE USERS WAS A COSTLY AND TIME CONSUMING EXERCISE !NOTHER
WORRY WAS A PLANNED MIGRATION IN THE #ZECH 2EPUBLIC FROM A NUMBER OF
DIFFERENT OPERATING SYSTEMS TO A STANDARDISED 7INDOWS 80 ENVIRONMENT

N

,!.$ESK -ANAGEMENT 3UITE

"USINESS "ENElTS
N

%ASIER MANAGEMENT OF 
DESKTOPS IN MULTIPLE SITES

N

3IGNIlCANT COST AND RESOURCE SAVINGS
THROUGH REMOTE MANAGEMENT AND INVENTORY

N

3IMPLIlED SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE AND
SOFTWAREOPERATING SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT

2APID IMPLEMENTATION
3EVERAL DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS WERE EVALUATED 7HILE SOME INITIALLY SEEMED TO REQUIRE
LESS CAPITAL OUTLAY ONCE COSTS OF SERVER HARDWARE INSTALLATION AND SUPPORT
WERE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT ,!.$ESK -ANAGEMENT 3UITE BEAT THE COMPETITION
HANDS DOWN *IRI +ACEROVSKY .ETWORK AND #OMMUNICATION -ANAGER
COMMENTED h,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE DELIVERED A RAPID IMPLEMENTATION SO THE
COSTS WERE MUCH LOWER THAN WITH COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS !S A RESULT WE WERE
ABLE TO START SAVING MONEY AND TIME EVEN MORE QUICKLY THAN ANTICIPATEDv

3IMPLIFYING 3UPPORT
%ARNS AN !
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! #HALLENGING )4 %NVIRONMENT
,OCATED IN 2ICHMOND 6IRGINIA #OMMONWEALTH 5NIVERSITY 6#5 IS A #ARNEGIE
2ESEARCH 5NIVERSITY AND ONE OF THE THREE LARGEST RESEARCH DOCTORAL INSTITUTIONS
IN THE STATE OF 6IRGINIA !DDITIONALLY ITS MEDICAL CAMPUSTHE 6IRGINIA
#OMMONWEALTH (EALTH 3YSTEMIS ONE OF THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE ACADEMIC
HEALTH CENTERS IN THE NATION 4HE UNIVERSITYS EXTENSIVE )4 NETWORK SUPPORTS A
RANGE OF KEY OPERATIONS INCLUDING HUMAN RESOURCES lNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
RECORDS AND REGISTRATION AND BUSINESS SERVICES AS WELL AS FACULTY AND STUDENTS

"USINESS .EEDS
N

%FlCIENT COST EFFECTIVE 0# DESKTOP
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEMS ACROSS 6IRGINIA
#OMMONWEALTH 5NIVERSITYS SPRAWLING
 ACRE TWO CAMPUS NETWORK

#LIENT 3ERVICES SUPPORTS MORE THAN   DESKTOPS SPREAD SO FAR
AND WIDE ACROSS THE 6#5 COMMUNITY THAT THE STAFF SPENT MOST OF THE
DAY CATCHING THE SHUTTLE FROM ONE ONSITE CALL TO ANOTHER !DDING TO THE
CHALLENGE THE STAFF SOMETIMES ARRIVED AT A CAMPUS DESTINATION ONLY TO
lND THAT THE 0# HAD hCORRECTED ITSELF v OR THAT THE CUSTOMER AND 0# WERE
NOT AVAILABLE h%VERY AREA HAS SUCH SPECIALIZED SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
ITS VERY TIME CONSUMING TO HAVE TO INSTALL APPLICATIONS ON SOME OF THE
SWITCHED MACHINES AND REMOVE APPLICATIONS ON OTHERS v SAID 4ONIE
%LLERSON -ANAGER OF $ESKTOP !PPLICATIONS 3UPPORT FOR #LIENT 3ERVICES

3OLUTION

!S A RESULT EACH STAFF MEMBER WAS ONLY ABLE TO WORK ON ABOUT THREE
0#S A DAY 9ET WITH EVERYTHING SO TIGHTLY NETWORKED hxANY DOWNTIME
BRINGS MOST OF THE UNIVERSITYS FUNCTIONS TO ITS KNEES v REPORTS %LLERSON

"ENElTS %ARN AN !
)N  #LIENT 3ERVICES BEGAN USING ,!.$ESK -ANAGEMENT 3UITE AND THE
BENElTS HAVE BEEN ROLLING IN EVER SINCE h!T LEAST ONCE A DAY SOMEONE SAYS
HOW MUCH THEY LOVE ,!.$ESK -ANAGEMENT 3UITE v %LLERSON STATES h7E USE
IT TO TROUBLESHOOT PROBLEMS REMOTELY TALLY THE INVENTORY DATA AND UPGRADE
APPLICATIONS )TS SAVED US SO MUCH TIME BECAUSE WE CAN HELP PEOPLE ON
THE PHONE WHILE DOING SOMETHING ELSE LIKE SCANNING A SYSTEM FOR VIRUSES
)N THE HALF HOUR IT WOULD HAVE TAKEN A TECHNICIAN TO WALK TO SOMEONES
OFlCE WEVE ALREADY COMPLETED  OR MORE lXES OVER THE PHONEv
"EFORE IMPLEMENTING ,!.$ESK -ANAGEMENT 3UITE #LIENT 3ERVICES STAFF WERE
HARRIED AND STRESSED BY DEADLINES .OW EFlCIENCY AND USER SATISFACTION
HAVE INCREASED #USTOMER SUPPORT AND TECHNICIAN JOB SATISFACTION HAVE
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"USINESS .EEDS

N

,!.$ESK -ANAGEMENT 3UITE

"USINESS "ENElTS
N

2EMOTE SOFTWARE INSTALLATION AND
MAINTENANCE REDUCES DOWNTIME

N

"ETTER ABLE TO SIMPLIFY )4 PLANNING
REPORTING AND MAINTENANCE TASKS

N

)NCREASED )4 EFlCIENCY AND
GREATER USER SATISFACTION

These graphic elements are provided to give variety and uniqueness to each designed piece, and to help keep the brand
fresh and energetic. The elements should be used sparingly to keep with the simple tone of the brand. The graphic
elements are not intended to be used as part of the logo and should not be placed too close to the logo. Only a
few elements should be used on each piece. Below each element is a guide outlining how that element is to be used.
None of the elements should be rotated or flipped horizontally or vertically. Sizes are given for printed pieces smaller that
14”; for larger pieces such as tradeshow booths, posters and signage, the designer should use his/her discretion.

Graphic Elements . 1

4OOLS PRESENTATIONS COMPETITIVE DATA AND CUSTOMIZABLE
CREATIVE TEMPLATES ALL TO HELP YOU EFFECTIVELY MARKET AND
SELL ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE SOLUTIONS

",Ê

/" Ê ",/" Ê

53 AND #ANADA     
%UROPE      
)RELAND     
*APAN    
"RAZIL     
-EXICO     
#HINA    

#OPYRIGHT ¥  ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE ,TD OR ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES !LL RIGHTS RESERVED ,!.$ESK IS EITHER A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OR TRADEMARK OF ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE ,TD OR ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES IN THE 5NITED 3TATES ANDOR OTHER COUNTRIES

1
Three Chevrons
This graphic element may be used as
a large or small graphic. When used
as a large graphic, it is recommended
that it be in a light color or white and no
larger than 2” tall. When it is used small,
there should be at least 0.5” clear space
around it. The small version may not be
used as a bullet in a list, but may set
off a paragraph or act as an anchor to
finish a paragraph.

12.2004

..
.

Example
Light or white color
No larger than 2” tall
Give 0.5” clearance to
smaller versions

2
Square Chevron
The Square Chevron may be used no
larger than 1.25” square and may only
be used in the color above (PMS 648).
It should bleed off of one edge of a
printed piece. The exception is when
it is used to start or finish a called out
paragraph of a document.

..
.

Example
PMS 648 only
No larger than 1.25” square
Give it a bleed

17
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Corporate
Headquarters
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Color Squares
These graphic elements are intended
to be used to call attention to specific
areas of a layout. They can be used as
bullets in a list, and as bullets to set
off different paragraphs or thoughts.
Generally they should appear on a
white background, and they should
always have ample contrast with their
background. It is good to use the
secondary color here, although any of
the principal colors may be used as well.

12.2004

..
.

Example
Use as bullets
Generally on a white background
Secondary colors encouraged

4
Information Square
This graphic element is used primarily
on the back of printed pieces.
Additionally, it may be used on e-mail
designs and PDF documents. Its
purpose is to show company contact
information such as phone numbers,
addresses, fax numbers and URLs. It
is sometimes followed closely by an
additional Information Square listing
product phone numbers by geographic
regions. The preferred use is as a
full-strength principal color with the
text and logo reversed out white. It
may also be a screened percentage
of a principal color with darker text.

.
..
.

Example
Back of printed pieces or on
e-mail or PDF documents
Contact information
Additional information
Full-strength principal color
with reversed logo
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Graphic Elements . 3

More information on back

Dare to Compare
Feature-by-feature comparisons demonstrate why LANDesk Management Suite is the
®

clear leader in systems management. The tools on this CD will help you effectively market
and sell LANDesk Management Suite against competitive products. With this CD, you can
easily execute successful competitive marketing campaigns, events, sales meetings, and
other activities.

The contents of this campaign CD can also be accessed at www.landeskchannel.com

,!.$ESK (ANDHELD -ANAGER 

5
Corner Frames
These frames add visual interest to
a photograph by breaking up the
corners and keeping it from looking
like an ordinary full-bleed photo. The
horizontal arm and the vertical arm
should always be the same length and
should only be placed at right angles,
creating a visual square. The combined
length of the left and right sides of the
horizontal bars should take up roughly
one-third of the photo, but no more.
They should be either white or a light
color and may include transparency.

12.2004

..
.
.

Example
Same length arms
Always at a right angle
White or light color
(transparency allowed)
Bleed

V 

6
Connected Corner Frame
These are to be used similarly to the
Corner Frames. They are intended to be
a border treatment and should visually
surround a piece. It is recommended
that they bleed off the edges of a piece,
but this is not necessary in all cases.
The lengths that run in between and
connect the Corner Frames must be the
same color as the Corner Frames but
a different screen value. They may be
25%, 50%, 75% or 100% of a principal
color only and may include transparency.

..
.

Example
Must surround the entire piece
Bleed recommended
Corners and frames should be
the same color with different
screens (transparency allowed)
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LANDesk Server Manager 8
®

4OOLS PRESENTATIONS COMPETITIVE DATA AND CUSTOMIZABLE
CREATIVE TEMPLATES ALL TO HELP YOU EFFECTIVELY MARKET AND
SELL ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE SOLUTIONS

",Ê

/" Ê ",/" Ê

Product Name

53 AND #ANADA     
%UROPE      
)RELAND     
*APAN    
"RAZIL     
-EXICO     
#HINA    

Because Server Availability Is Your Only Option.

#OPYRIGHT ¥  ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE ,TD OR ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES !LL RIGHTS RESERVED ,!.$ESK IS EITHER A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OR TRADEMARK OF ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE ,TD OR ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES IN THE 5NITED 3TATES ANDOR OTHER COUNTRIES

7
Asymmetrical Photograph Box
This treatment creates visual
interest by breaking a photograph
into pieces, then taking away one
piece. The grid should be either four
or six boxes. The individual boxes
must all be the same size, and one
of the corners should be missing,
leaving either three or five boxes.

12.2004

.

Example
Always four or six boxes minus
one corner

8
Ghosted Product Bar
A white bar with 80% opacity or
transparency may be used to show
the name, description or benefit of a
product or service. When completed,
it should appear as shown. The logo
should be on the left side. The Square
Chevron should bleed off the right side
and touch the top and bottom of the
bar. The product name should be
typeset next to the Square Chevron,
0.25” away and right justified.

..
..

Example
80% opacity white
Logo on the left side only
Always bleed the Square Chevron
0.25” between Square
Chevron and product name
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Graphic Elements . 5

v 8

9
Ghosted Bar
This treatment is very similar to the
Product Ghosted Bar except here
it is used to house a headline or
subhead. It does not include a logo or
the Square Chevron. A white bar with
80% opacity or transparency is used.

12.2004

..
.

Example
80% opacity white
For headlines or subheads
No logos or Square Chevrons

v 8.5

10
Version Indicator
Not a graphic, this is used to show the
version of a product release. It may
only be used smaller than 0.75”.

.
.
..
.
.

Example
Circle should have a
white background
Type and circle can only be black
or PMS 648
“V” always appears outside circle
Version number always appears
inside circle
“V” should be vertically
centered with the circle
Version number should have
enough clear space to be
legible at smaller sizes
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Corporate Icons . Solution Components

Corporate icons are intended to visually
communicate an idea or concept and may
be used on any piece of artwork created for
LANDesk, either online or printed. They must be
placed on a solid color background lighter than
40% black and may not be placed on top of a
photograph. Icons may not be altered, changed in
color or combined together to create new icons.

Software License
Monitoring

Remote Control

OS Imaging and
Packaging

Software Distribution

IT Asset Management

Server Management

Patch Management

LANDesk employees can download .gif
versions of these icons from SuiteSpot.
Non-LANDesk employees please contact
LANDesk Corporate Marketing for images:

22
Integrated Management Suite

Anti-spyware

Scan & Block

Security Audit
Compliance

Integrated Management
Suite Platforms

Monitor Denial
Integrated Security Suite

12.2004

Corporate Icons . Products

LANDesk®
Management Suite

LANDesk®
Security Suite

LANDesk®
Patch Manager

LANDesk®
Server Manager

®

for HP OpenView

HP® Openview®
Connector

®

for Peregrine

Peregrine®
Connector

®

for Remedy

®

Remedy®
Connector

for IBM Tivoli

LANDesk®
Handheld Manager

LANDesk®
System Manager

LANDesk®
Asset Manager

“Manager”
Trident

®

IBM® Tivoli®
Connector

23
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Corporate Icons . Devices

Mobile Phone

Desktop

Handheld

Pager

Laptop

Mac

24
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Corporate Icons . Concepts/Actions

12.2004

Security

Firewall

Cache

Database

Rich Media

Wireless

Process

Worldwide Web

Manage

Application
Management

Asset
Management

Infrastructure
Management

Monitoring
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Corporate Icons . Increasing/Decreasing

12.2004

Increasing

Increasing Risk

Increasing Time to Market

Increasing Revenue

Increasing Costs

Increasing Customer
Satisfaction

Increasing Productivity

Decreasing

Decreasing Risk

Decreasing Time to Market Decreasing Revenue

Decreasing Costs

Decreasing Customer
Satisfaction

Decreasing Productivity
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Corporate Icons . Infrastructure

12.2004

Employee

HR Department

Service Department

Supplier

Helpdesk

Information

Sales Department

Marketing Department

Finance Department

IT Department
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Corporate Icons . Sectors

Sector Badge

Travel

12.2004

Healthcare

Finance

Education

Manufacturing

Public

Retail
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Corporate Icons . Logos/Business

Business Process

Partners

Small-Size Business

Medium-Size Business

Large Business

29
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Corporate Icons . Miscellaneous

12.2004

Document

Peer Download

Phone

Console

Asset Manager

Chat

Ping

Package

CD

30

Corporate Icons . Components

Arrows

Pipes

Circles

Squares

31
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The following pages show examples of how different collateral materials can be designed by applying graphic
standards. Designers should feel free to keep new documents looking fresh by changing the way graphic elements
and colors are applied and by changing things like photo and box placement and grid setup. Occasionally, there
will be templated documents which will only change by content and will otherwise always look the same.

Samples . 1

LANDesk Server Manager 8
®

Because Server Availability Is Your Only Option.

1

2

3

Product Brochure
This brochure is a good example of how to
use the Ghosted Product Bar. It is also a good
illustration of how to apply the Connected Corner
Frame and the screened variation of a single color.

E-mail
This e-mail is a good example of how to apply the
full-color corporate logo. It also uses the Color
Squares and is a good example of how to use
a secondary color to create additional energy.

Partner E-mail
This is a good example of how to vary the
grid of the document to create a different
look. It is a good use of primary colors from
the color palette and shows how using only
a few graphic elements can look refined and
elegant. It also is a good demonstration of
how to apply the partner logo treatment.

12.2004
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Samples . 2

Back

Spine

Front

More information on back

4OOLS PRESENTATIONS COMPETITIVE DATA AND CUSTOMIZABLE
CREATIVE TEMPLATES ALL TO HELP YOU EFFECTIVELY MARKET AND
SELL ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE SOLUTIONS

Feature-by-feature comparisons demonstrate why LANDesk Management Suite is the
®

clear leader in systems management. The tools on this CD will help you effectively market

,!.$ESK 0ARTNER 4OOLBOX

Dare to Compare

,!.$ESK
0ARTNER 4OOLBOX


and sell LANDesk Management Suite against competitive products. With this CD, you can
easily execute successful competitive marketing campaigns, events, sales meetings, and
other activities.
",Ê

The contents of this campaign CD can also be accessed at www.landeskchannel.com

/" Ê ",/" Ê

53 AND #ANADA     
%UROPE      
)RELAND     
*APAN    
"RAZIL     
-EXICO     
#HINA    

#OPYRIGHT ¥  ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE ,TD OR ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES !LL RIGHTS RESERVED ,!.$ESK IS EITHER A REGISTERED TRADEMARK
OR TRADEMARK OF ,!.$ESK 3OFTWARE ,TD OR ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES IN THE 5NITED 3TATES ANDOR OTHER COUNTRIES

4

5

Partner Toolbox Insert
This is a good illustration of how to use only one
principal color on a document that is small in
size. Using more colors might come across as
too visually complicated. This also shows how
multiplying a color with itself can give you a
darker version of that color for special purposes.
Here, it is used to call attention to the URL and
to the information on the back of the card.

Partner Toolbox Packaging
This is a good illustration of how to use a few
different graphic elements in combination to
create uniqueness and energy.

12.2004
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Samples . 3

Customers tell the true measure of a product’s success. With more than 250 million
nodes of management shipped, we are proud to work with a global customer base of
some of the world’s most respected companies.
......................................................

Simplify the Complexities of IT Systems Management.

“The employees’ experience, and LANDesk Software’s longstanding product with its good reputation and customer base
will ensure that this company will go from strength to strength.”

C u s t om ers COCA-COLA, RAYMOND JAMES, MERCK
A.G., TOSHIBA, HONEYWELL

– Ellie Smith, Butler Group, Feb. 2003
MERCK SAVES “HUGE AMOUNTS OF TIME & MONEY”

“We have found that LANDesk Management Suite contains all the necessary
functionality for managing large, distributed networks. It is saving us huge amounts of
time and money and enabling us to provide faster, more effective support to 12,000 users.”

pg.

1

pg.

2

pg.

9

– Johannes John, System Consultant at Merck

We’ve Done It For These Leading Companies.

pg.

10

And We Can Do It For You.
At LANDesk Software, we are driven by a single, unwavering principle—to make life

Life in IT.

Simplified.

RAYMOND JAMES BOOSTS EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY

simpler for you. And we work to achieve this by developing solutions that put

“With more than 2,200 locations worldwide, remote desktop management is essential

control firmly in your hands.

to our employees’ productivity. LANDesk Instant Support Suite Pro is what we have been
looking for to improve help desk efficiency while maintaining firewall and data security.”

When you implement solutions from LANDesk Software, you implement the systems
management software you need to reduce your operating costs through easier and

– Gene Fredriksen, Vice President of Information

more thorough asset management. You reduce the cost of help-desk support by

Security at Raymond James Financial, Inc

putting the right tools in the right hands to solve user problems faster and more

At LANDesk Software, we understand the complexities you and your IT staff face

efficiently. You ensure greater productivity through better software management—

every day. In fact, these insights have helped us develop and evolve one of the

getting the right software to the users who need it most, and reducing costs by

leading systems management software over the past 10 years. For you, that means

SUPPORT FOR HETEROGENEOUS IT ENVIRONMENTS

greater control and simplified management of your entire IT infrastructure—

“LANDesk enables us to take even greater control of our Mac environment by allowing

purchasing only the licenses you need. And you increase efficiency throughout your

ultimately saving time, personnel resources and, of course, money. We're driven to

us to inventory our Macs in one console, giving us improved asset management.

organization by improving server performance, reliability and availability.

help you meet ever-changing network challenges. And simplify your not-so-simple world.

LANDesk has helped us get a better handle on our vast Macintosh environment, which
will help us standardize our efforts on that platform.”

Through simplifying the chaos that has ruled the IT universe for so long, LANDesk
Software helps your business run more efficiently. And we help transform

– Julian Arevalo, Corporate IT Enterprise Services, RR Donnelley

ever-elusive productivity into an unwavering principle that your business can build on.

Global Partner and Customer Care Network
To ensure the highest level of customer satisfaction, LANDesk Software has developed
strategic partnerships and alliances with some of the most successful hardware,
software and service providers in the industry. We are committed to providing
exceptional customer service and support through more than 4,000 trained and
certified partner professionals and our network of international offices. So you know
we have the people and resources to back up every solution we offer. It’s just
something we thought you’d like to know.
..............................................................................

Alliances

6

INTUIT, TOSHIBA, SYMANTEC, TOUCHPAPER, REMEDY, NEC
TONGFANG, ACER, FRONTRANGE, PEOPLESOFT, INTEL,
HITACHI, WINCOR/NIXDORF, XCELLENET, GATEWAY
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Corporate Brochure
This is a good example of “less is more.” It is a
clean, minimalist design scheme and offers a
good visual representation of simplicity. Take note
that you don’t necessarily need to use color. You
may also use white as a nice elegant background.

12.2004

Samples . 4

7
Product Ad
This is a good example of how using two graphic
elements, the Connected Corner Frame and
the Square Chevron, plus one principal color
add up to a unique, branded look and feel.
Also note that the Connected Corner Frame
does not bleed. This is because doing so would
cause it to fall outside the live area of the ad and
could potentially be trimmed off irregularly.

Since when did “comprehensive”
mean “Windows only”?

LANDesk® Management Suite,
the only comprehensive systems management solution to include the Mac.
When considering remote control, inventory or software distribution, it seems that Macs
are often the outcasts of the IT environment. With LANDesk Management Suite, no one is left
out. All Macs receive full, native support throughout your enterprise. Now you can automate
system management tasks from a single console—creating a complexity-free network.
For more information on what LANDesk Management Suite can offer, visit landesk.com/mac.

Copyright ©2004 LANDesk Software, Ltd. All rights reserved. LANDesk is a registered trademark of LANDesk Software, Ltd. Other names or brands may be claimed as the property of others.

12.2004
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Samples . 5

8

PowerPoint Slide
This is a good example of several brand elements
working together. This slide shows four elements;
the Connected Corner Frame, an Asymmetrical
Photograph Box, the Square Chevron and
a solid color. Even though there are several
elements, the design is clean and simple.

36
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Samples . 6

Email newsletter

9

Solution Brief
,!.$%3+ 3/,54)/. "2)%&


)4 !SSET -ANAGEMENT

Icons
These examples show a good usage of the
icons; whether used with other icons or used
on their own. The email newsletter shows how
icons can be used to add variety and color
to a block of text. On the solution brief cover,
a single icon is used to convey a concept. In
the PowerPoint slide example, the LANDesk®
Management Suite graphic shows how the
icons integrate as well as tell a product story.

4URN DATA INTO KNOWLEDGE TO ENABLE
CHANGE AND CONlGURATION MANAGEMENT
ACROSS THE ENTERPRISE

PowerPoint slide

37
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Samples . 10

10
Tradeshow Graphics
Tradeshow graphics are designed using these
graphic standards. There is space allocated for
partner logos. Partner logos cannot be larger
than the LANDesk logo, and may not be on overly
bright colored backgrounds so as to pull attention
away from the tradeshow property.
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Web . 1

The Web site is a good example of how to
implement the various graphic elements and
colors. It can be a good visual reference for
designing new materials. Any additional online
design projects should reflect the current Web
site design and the LANDesk graphic standards.

Home Page
A
B
C

E

All Web pages should include:
A

The top keyline

B

The top white bar featuring the logo to the left

C

Navigation

D

A footer featuring the LANDesk toll-free
number and additional site links.

Home Page
Just under the main header on the
home page is the Feature Area.
E

1

Designed to display changing,

2

3

4

high-level messages.
The space below the Feature Area is divided
into four equally sized spotlight boxes. Each
box is designed to host specific information.
1

Box One (far left) is for special
corporate promotions or offers

2

Box Two (second from left) is for promotions
of LANDesk events, awards and key partners

3

Box Three (third from left) features customer
success stories and case studies

4

Box Four (far right) includes
recent news from LANDesk

Graphic elements created for this area and other
home page areas should follow the general
graphic guidlines outlined in this document.

12.2004
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Web . 2

Section Page
Section pages follow the general web
page guidelines and feature:

Section Page

A
A

Graphic bar that appears just
below the main header

The area below the graphics bar is
divided into two content areas.
B

The main area on the left is for general
content and corresponding navigation

C

The right-hand bar features related links.

B
C

Content Page
General content pages are used in lowerlevel areas of the site. The content area
begins just below the main header area.
1

General content is featured on the
main, left-hand portion of the page

Content Page

The right-hand bar is divided into two areas:
2

3

40

The upper area features navigation
specific to the current page
The lower area features links
highlighting related customer
successes, downloads and awards

12.2004
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Web . 3

Landing Page

Registration Page

Landing Pages & Registration Pages
Landing pages should follow the guidelines
for all other web pages. Examples
are listed here for reference.

Banners
Banners must follow the graphic
standards in this document. An example
is shown here for reference.

URL Structure
The URL structure on LANDesk
websites is as follows:
base domain/1st Level/Index.asp
or
http://www.landesk.com/products/index.asp
Banners

12.2004
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Trademarks
The following general usage guidelines and examples are provided for use by outside agencies,
partners, or customers when referencing products, brands, and trademarks of LANDesk Software.
Acronyms should never be used in place of product names on any external communication.

LANDesk Software
The company name does not display a
trademark symbol of any kind, but any document
containing the company name must also
include an approved copyright and trademark
statement to claim and protect the mark.
®

LANDesk nouns and verbs
When “LANDesk” is used as an adjective
or adverb modifying a noun or verb, use
the registered trademark symbol (®) on
the word to protect the trademark.

.
.
.
.

Example with product names: LANDesk®
Management Suite, LANDesk® Instant
Support Suite, LANDesk® System Manager
Example with nouns: LANDesk® technology,
LANDesk® product line, LANDesk® trade show
®

Example with verb: LANDesk Powered Note:
Where multiple product names or technologies
appear in the same document, chapter or
Web page, use the trademark symbol for the
ﬁrst instance of each unique product name.
Updated products include: LANDesk®
Management Suite, LANDesk® Patch
Manager and LANDesk® Server Manager, as
well as substantial speed improvements for
LANDesk® Targeted Multicast™ technology.

LANDesk® Targeted Multicast™

Product names

Use the fully attributed phrase “LANDesk®

LANDesk® Management Suite

Targeted Multicast™” for the ﬁrst reference in
a document, slide, or Web page; subsequent

LANDesk® Security Suite

use in that same document, slide or Web

LANDesk® Server Manager

page can use the generic reference “Targeted

LANDesk® Inventory Manager

Multicast” without further trademark attribution.
The phrase “Targeted Multicast” should
always be capitalized as shown to fully
protect the mark; never use the phrase

.
.
.

generically as an adjective or adverb.

LANDesk® System Manager
LANDesk® Patch Manager
LANDesk® Handheld Manager
LANDesk® Asset Manager

®

Right: “LANDesk Targeted Multicast™
technology enables efﬁcient…Use
Targeted Multicast to distribute…”
Wrong: “Targeted Multicast™ technology
from LANDesk Software…”
Wrong: “Start a targeted multicast session…”

LANDesk® Peer Download™
Use the same guidelines associated with
LANDesk® Targeted Multicast™.
Version Numbers
Use the product name and family number with
a comma and the version number, e.g.:
LANDesk® Management Suite 8, version 8.5
Use of the fully attributed name “LANDesk®
Management Suite 8, v.8.5” for a document/
presentation title/headline and in the ﬁrst instance
in body copy. In subsequent uses, products
can be referred to as “LANDesk Management
Suite”—dropping all version references.
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Trademarks

LANDesk® Connectors
LANDesk® Instant Support Suite Family
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Corporate Headquarters
698 West 10000 South
Suite 500
South Jordan, Utah 84095

www.landesk.com
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